TORTAL TRAINING

COURSE LISTING

LEARNING LIBRARY

Pre-build courses from Tortal’s Learning Experts
What is the Tortal Learning Library?
Our Learning Library are pre-developed, one-size- ts-all, no customization-required training that
corporate and franchise learners can use immediately. Our extensive courses are developed by
experts in their respective elds and will help you round out an already existing training program
or jump-start a new one.

How can you access the Tortal Learning Library?
All of our courses are available through Tortal’s LMS for current LMS clients. Your LMS
administrator can activate some or all of the Learning Library courses for learners.
If you don’t use Tortal’s LMS but would like to access some or all of our courses, please connect
with us below.
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Available on
Tortal’s LMS for
FREE

Professional Development
Franchising 101

Available on
Tortal’s LMS for
a Fee

Sexual Harassment and
Abusive Conduct Prevention
• Managers & Supervisors
• Employees

Food Safety
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Available on
non-Tortal LMS
for a Fee

Professional Development
Franchising 101
Food Safety

Hospitality and Food Service

Hospitality and Food Service

COVID-19: Pandemic Safety

COVID-19: Pandemic Safety
Sexual Harassment and
Abusive Conduct Prevention
• Managers & Supervisors
• Employees

CONNECT WITH US TODAY
www.tortal.com

brannon@tortal.com

704-323-8953
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Professional Development courses
RECRUITING AND HIRING
A look at the latest information, tips and techniques to nding the right candidate, conducting
e ective interviews and making good hiring decisions. There are also usable tools and suggestions for
avoiding the pitfalls that lead to a poor hire.

1

Often hiring is the rst thing
we turn to when it isn’t even
the root cause of the problem.
Learning Objective
• Di erentiate between a hiring
problem and a retention
problem

2

Avoid Common
Recruiting and
Hiring Mistakes

There is no one-size- ts-all for
recruiting. Learn how to avoid
the most common ones.
Learning Objectives
• Avoid critical hiring mistakes
• Recognize where to go to
nd good people

4
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Behavioral
Interviewing
Techniques

Hiring Problem
or Retention
Problem

Legal
Interviewing
Guidelines and
Situational Questioning
Ensure you’re asking the right
interview questions and that
they’re legal.
Learning Objectives
• Recognize general legal
interviewing guidelines
• Ask situational questions

Behavioral interviewing is
based on the premise that past
behavior is a good indicator of
future behavior.
Learning Objective
• Utilize behavioral interviewing
techniques
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COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION
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Preparing for
the Interview

Proper preparation for each
interview is critically important.
Learning Objectives
• Proper interview preparation
• Explain the interview agenda
• Identify the 3 categories of
candidates

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Professional Development courses
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
This is an important topic, one that most leaders do not fully understand. This series covers the
fundamentals of managing employee performance. We start with the basic prerequisites and core
requirement of performance management, as well as speci c techniques designed to improve
employee performance. This course will also provide guidance when all of your e orts have failed and
termination is your only option.

1

Performance
Management
Basics

Learning Objectives
• Describe the importance of a
consistent process to
manage individual
performance
• Identify the purposes for
performance management, as
well as some key steps
needed to improve
productivity
• Use collaborative goal setting
to increase employee
performance
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The Art of
Providing
Feedback

4

Accountability
and Corrective
Action

Learning Objectives
• Identify the importance of
providing frequent and
e ective feedback
• Provide positive and
constructive feedback

Learning Objective
• Describe the components of
an e ective progressive
discipline model

3

Learning Objectives
• Conduct di cult
conversations with
con dence while remaining
objective
• Recall the process of
prioritizing conversations
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Typical
Disciplinary
Model

Learning Objectives
• Recognize when to
implement progressive
discipline
• Determine appropriate
disciplinary action after
considering the
circumstances
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Di cult
Conversations

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Professional Development courses
COACHING
Coaching is most often misunderstood. It is both an art and a science, and requires skill building. We
show you when and how coaching should be done, as well as the pitfalls to avoid.

1

Motivators and
Misconceptions
of Coaching

2

Become an
E ective Coach

Learning Objectives
• Identify what motivates
people
• Describe the major
misconception of coaching

Learning Objective
• Interpret the steps to become
an e ective coach

4

5

Basic Rules of
Coaching

Learning Objective
• Implement the ve basic rules
of coaching

Got GAME?

Learning Objectives
• Describe the G.A.M.E problem
solving process
• Apply G.A.M.E to coaching
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When is
Coaching
Needed?

Learning Objective
• Describe times when
coaching is needed

6

Ladder of
Inference

Learning Objective
• Explain the relationship of the
ladder of inference to
coaching

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Professional Development courses
EFFECTIVE CONFLICT RESOLUTION
In this series we explore the origin and level of con ict, common con ict styles and how to take the
appropriate action when confronted with con ict.

1

Levels of
Con ict

Learning Objectives
• Recall the Platinum Rule and
how it relates to con ict
management
• Identify and describe the
levels of con ict

4

2

3

Types of
Con ict

Learning Objective
• Identify the ve types of
con ict

Learning Objective
• Determine which con ict
style to use when resolving
con ict

Con ict
Discussion
Guidelines

Learning Objective
• Use basic tips and guidelines
when having con ict
discussions
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Con ict Styles

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Professional Development courses
MASTERING CROSS-GENERATIONAL COMMUNICATION
In this series we explore how each of the four generations think and act di erently. We provide a
complete picture of how each generation developed, as well as some very valuable tips on how to
interact with members of each generation.

1

Four (4)
Generations

2

Learning Objectives
• Identify the 4 generations
present in the workforce
today
• Describe general
characteristics of each
generation

Learning Objectives
• Identify how traditionalist
behave in the workplace
• Determine ways to interact
e ectively
• Successfully work for a
traditionalist

4

5

Working with
Generation X

Learning Objectives
• Describe the characteristics
of Generation X
• Identify the career goals,
workplace values and
motivation

3

Working with
Traditionalist

Learning Objectives
• Identify how baby boomers
behave in the workplace
• Determine ways to interact
e ectively
• Successfully work for a baby
boomer

Working with
Generation Y

Learning Objectives
• Describe the characteristics
of Generation Y
• Identify the career goals,
workplace values and
motivation
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Working with
Baby Boomers
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Professional Development courses
SUCCESSION PLANNING
In this series we focus on de ning what succession planning is and why it is such a necessary process
along with determining what factors need to be considered when creating a succession plan. This
knowledge allows you to identify the steps of succession planning. A valuable tool in succession
planning, the Nine-Box model is also introduced.

1

Steps to
Succession
Planning

4

Key Performance
and Growth
Potential

Learning Objectives
• De ne what is succession
planning
• Identify the steps of
succession planning

2

Tools for
Succession
Planning

Learning Objectives
• Identify the Nine-Box Model
• Determine how employees t
into the boxes

Learning Objectives
• Identify performance level
• Identify growth potential
• Allow everyone to reach their
growth potential
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Succession
Planning
Process

Learning Objective
• Rate employees using the
Nine-Box Model
• Participate in a succession
planning meeting

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Professional Development courses
BUILDING RAPPORT
Building rapport is key to building trust with just about anyone,
both in personal and professional interactions. It also allows
you to build good relationships with customers, which is
another key in making customers happy and keeping them
coming back to do business with you.

CUSTOMER SERVICE SUCCESS
Providing great customer service is what will set you apart
from the competition and build customer loyalty.

1

Building
Rapport with
Customers

Learning Objectives
• Describe the importance of
building rapport with
customers
• Explain how to build rapport
with customers

1

Customer
Service Success

Learning Objectives
• Explain customer service
success factors
• Describe how to determine if
you are succeeding at
providing exceptional
customer service

TIME MANAGEMENT 101
Time management skills allows you to accomplish more in a
shorter period of time, which lead to more free time, which lets
you take advantage of learning opportunities, lowers your
stress, and helps you focus and ultimately leads to more career
success. Each bene t of time management improves another
aspect of your life.
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Time
Management

Learning Objectives
• Explain the best ways to
manage your time
• Implement some or all the
techniques covered

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Franchising 101 courses
HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF FRANCHISING
The growth of our economy has had the help of franchise businesses since the 1800s; while many of
the most widely loved American products owe their success in part to the franchising model.

1

The First
Franchise
Systems

Learning Objectives
• Explore the rst franchise
systems
• Reveal the history of
franchising in the US
• Identify successful franchise
systems

2

Industry
Regulations in
Franchising

Learning Objective
• Identify the need for industry
regulations in franchising
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The Franchising
Economic
Impact

Learning Objective
• Recognize the economic
impact franchising has had in
both the U.S. and across
international markets

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Franchising 101 courses
WHAT IS FRANCHISING?
An overview of what franchising is and how it works.

1

Franchising
Basics

2

Types of
Franchises

Learning Objectives
• De ne key franchising terms
• Describe the role of the
franchisor and franchisee

Learning Objective
• Di erentiate between the two
fundamental types of
franchises

4

5

Roles and
Responsibilities

Learning Objectives
• Di erentiate between
franchisor and franchisee
responsibilities
• Explain the joint
responsibilities of the
franchisor and franchisee

Building the
Brand

Learning Objective
• Identify keys to building the
brand
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Franchise
Arrangements

Learning Objective
• Interpret various types of
franchise arrangements

6

Avoiding the
Pitfalls

Learning Objective
• Identify ways to avoid pitfalls
of franchising success

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Food Safety courses
FOOD HANDLER ROLES
An overview of safety techniques all team members handling food should always practice.

1

Critical Hand
Washing and
Sanitizing

2

Personal
Hygiene Rules
and Regulations

Learning Objectives
• Explain the importance of
proper hand washing and
sanitizing
• Describe when and where
hand washing and sanitizing
is required
• Perform Hand washing and
sanitizing techniques to
health standards

Learning Objective
• Ensure food handlers don’t
potentially contaminate food,
other food handlers and
consumers
• Identify the components of a
good hygiene program and
practices
• Know what actions to take
should a food handler be sick
or ill

4

5

Prevent
Restaurant
Patrons from
Allergic Reactions

Learning Objectives
• Identify the most common
types of food allergens
• Identify the symptoms of an
allergic reaction
• Know what to do should an
allergic reaction occur
• Correctly prepare dishes for
consumers with food allergies

Prevent Food
Contamination

Learning Objectives
• Describe the basics of
contaminants
• Describe the populations at
highest risk
• Explain how food becomes
unsafe for consumption
• Identify the foods most likely
to become unsafe
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Mastering Cook
Times and
Temperatures

6

Preparing to
Pass OSHA
Inspections

Learning Objective
• Cook food to its correct
internal temperature
• Correctly check the
temperature of food
• Describe the importance of
cooking food and holding it
at the correct temperature

Learning Objective
• Describe the basics of OSHA
• Identify a Safety Data Sheet
• Read a Safety Data Sheet

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Food Safety courses
FOOD HANDLER ROLES (continued)
An overview of safety techniques all team members handling food should always practice.

7

Prevent Food
From Chemical
Contaminations

Learning Objectives
• Describe NSF approved tools
and smart positioning of
equipment
• Correctly store food service
chemicals
• Identify sanitizers
• Use sanitizers correctly

8

Advanced
Cleaning and
Sanitizing

Learning Objective
• Explain when to clean and
sanitize
• Describe the proper
procedures for how to clean
and sanitize
• Clean and sanitize stationary
equipment
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Sanitary
Maintenance
Mastery For
Your Restaurant

Learning Objectives
• Clean and sanitize correctly
after people who get sick
• Maintain garbage receptacles
correctly
• Maintain pest prevention
methods

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

Hospitality and Food Service courses
FRONT OF HOUSE (FOH) ROLES
An overview of techniques all Front of House team members should practice to ensure guests have a
smooth experience from start to nish

1

Greeting and
Seating

2

Taking Orders

Learning Objectives
• Describe the best way to
greet a guest so they feel
comfortable in our restaurant
right away
• Explain the process of
managing a wait list
• Describe how to seat guests
at their table

Learning Objective
• Identify best practices in
observing your guests before
taking their order
• Describe how to take an
order in a timely and e cient
manner

4

5

Clearing Tables

Learning Objectives
• Explain how to determine
when a guest is ready to have
their table cleared
• Describe the process to
remove items from the table
in a quiet, e cient way

Check Etiquette
and Handling

Learning Objectives
• Determine when guests are
ready for their check
• Present guests with their bill
• Handle payment methods
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Handling Order
Mistakes

Learning Objective
• Explain best practices in
catching mistakes in guest
orders
• Describe how to interact with
guests who have experienced
a mistake

6

Di

cult Guests

Learning Objective
• Describe how to determine
the root issue that is causing
a guest to be di cult
• Deal with a di cult guest

COURSE LIST &
DESCRIPTION

COURSES AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
These courses are sold separate from our regular Learning Library portfolio.

Sexual Harassment & Abusive Conduct Prevention
MANAGERS & SUPERVISORS
TWO-HOUR SEAT TIME
COVERS STATE SPECIFIC LAW REQUIREMENTS:
CALIFORNIA, CONNECTICUT, DELAWARE, ILLINOIS, MAINE, NEW YORK

Employers have an obligation to provide a harassment-free
workplace, and a Supervisor’s act can be legally considered the act
of the employer. Supervisors are responsible for correcting
inappropriate conduct and upholding the professional standards of
their behavior to their subordinates. Throughout this course, you
will gain an understanding of advanced perspectives and best
practices for prevention, reporting, investigating and resolution.
This advanced scenario-based training allows you to practice your
knowledge by making decisions in speci c scenarios and see how
those choices play out.

EMPLOYEES
ONE-HOUR SEAT TIME

Harassment involves everyone, it a ects employees, supervisors
and entire organizations. This prevention training builds awareness
and provides guidelines if you encounter these situations. This
robust scenario-based training allows you to make decisions during
potential harassment situations and see how those choices play
out.
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Managers &
Supervisors

You will be able to recognize:
• Sexual and non-sexual
harassment
• Abusive conduct
• When, and if harassment laws
apply
• Potential liability for your
employer
• Employer’s policies in place
for prevention
• Rules against retaliation

1

Employees

Learning Objectives:
• Recognize and report
harassment and abusive
conduct.
• Know your rights and
responsibilities if misconduct
occurs.
• Reference available resources

